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On the projective normality of the adjunction bundles

Marco Andreatta and Andrew J. Sommese

Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension «, polarized by a very ample
line bundle L. Let Kx be the canonical line bundle of holomorphic «-forms and
consider the line bundles given by: S£{ab) =Kx®a®L&lt;B&gt;b (adjoint bundles).

Let $1 be the following set of polarized varieties (X9 L) : {(Pw, 0(1)), (P2, 0(2)),
(Q&quot;&gt; OQn{\)), where Qn is the smooth quadric, embedded in P&quot;+1 in the standard

way, X is a Pw ~l bundle over a smooth curve, and the restriction of L to a fibre is

If (X, L) is not one of the pairs in $L and b ^ (n — X)a + 1, then the map
associated to r(j£?(a6)) is an embedding; this is an easy conséquence of [So] and

[VdV] (see also [So-VdV]). In this paper we answer the natural question on the

projective normality of this embedding; we will say that a pair (X, 3?) is projectively
normal if the natural maps SPH°(X, ^)^H°(X, &amp;®p) are surjective for p ^ 1,

where SPV is the p-symmetric product of a vector space. In particular we prove the

following:

THEOREM. Suppose that (X9 L) is not one of the pairs in ^L. If a ^ 1 and
b ^ (n — \)a + 1, then (X, J?(a,b)) is projectively normal.

For a 1 the bound on b is sharp; see [A-B] for some examples of polarized
surfaces for which J^(11} is very ample but not projectively normal; in that paper it
is shown that ^f(a,fl) is projectively normal for a ^ 2 (if it is very ample).

The appendix contains the proof of the lemma (2.6) which is necessary to prove
the case b (n — \)a + 1 of the theorem (i.e. the proof of the theorem for
b &gt; {n — \)a H-1 works without that lemma).

The question on the projective normality of Kx®L®b, with b ^ 2 and n 2,

was posed by S. Mukai and M. L. Green at the conférence on Algebraic Geometry
in Trieste 1989, (Italy).

We would like to call attention to the preprint &quot;A theorem on the syzygies of
smooth projective varieties of arbitrary dimension&quot; by L. Ein and R. Lazarsfeld
which contains results similar to ours that they obtained independently.
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§1. Notation and préliminaires

(1.1) We consider in this paper a connected complex projective submanifold, X,
of dimension n. We dénote the structure sheaf of X by Ox. We dénote by Kx the
canonical sheaf (actually a line bundle) of holomorphic n-forms on X. If D is a

divisor on X we will dénote by OX(D) the invertible sheaf associated to D; for any
cohérent sheaf F on X, hl(F) dénotes the complex dimension of Hl(X, F).

We do not distinguish notationally between a divisor and its associated line
bundle.

(1.2) Let $£ be a line bundle on a smooth projective variety X. ï£ is said to be

numerically effective (nef, for short) if &lt;£ • C ^ 0 for ail effective curves C on X, and
in this case &lt;£ is said to be big if cx(&lt;£)n &gt; 0, where c,(J^f) is the first Chern class

of J27.

Let 5£ be very ample, i.e. if is spanned by global sections and the morphism
associated to if, denoted by ç^ : X -+ PN, is an embedding; then we give the

following définition:

(1.3) DEFINITION. ^£ is projectively normal if for every p ^0 the natural

maps

(?)„ H°(PN, O(p)) s SpH°(X, £&gt;)-&gt;H°(X, &amp;®»)

are surjective.

(1.4) Remark. 1) In the case p 0 the map is surjective by the irreducibility of
X; in the case p 1 it is surjective since if is very ample.

2) If Jx is the idéal sheaf of X in P*, our assumption is équivalent to the

condition: H\Jx(p)) 0 for ail p 2&gt; 0.

3) We say that (X, 3?) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if S£ is projectively
normal and Hq(Xy if 0P) 0 for ail p g Z and 1 £ q &lt; dim X. In the case in which
5£ if(a^}, b &gt; (n - \)a + 1 and (X, L) is not a pair in ^, this last condition is true
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for ail p e Z — 0, by the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem; for p 0 this is

a topological condition on the vanishing of the betti numbers.

§2. Proof of the theorem

(2.1) Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n and L a very
ample line bundle on X. We consider the projective 2«-fold given by the product
of X by itself, P=IxI, and we dénote by nt:P^X, for i l,2, the

projections. Moreover we will use the following notation: H nfL®rcjL,
X^A {(x,y) eP:x=y}czP is the diagonal and KP det (T*P) =det (nf Tx
®n$Tx)=nîKx®n$Kxis the canonical bundle of P.

(2.2) GENERAL CONSTRUCTION. In the above notation, the projective
normality of the line bundle «£%,/,&gt; Kx®a®L&lt;s&gt;b, when it is very ample, i.e. the

surjectivity of the maps (*)p for S£=&lt;£{ab) and p &gt; 2, is équivalent at the

surjectivity of the maps

[K 0a

In fact the first factor, by the Kûnneth formula, is H°(X, (Kx®a® L®b)p ~l)
®H°(X, Kx®a®L®b\ while the second is H°(X, (Kx®a®L®b)p).

Since by the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem we hâve

Hl(P, KP®a®H®b®nf(Kx®a®L®b)p-2) 0,

those surjectivities are in turn équivalent to

for p ^ 2, where J\ is the idéal sheaf of the diagonal and we dénote

nf {Kx®a ® L®b)®^ ~ 2) 9 for brevity.

We now blow up P along the diagonal A, n : P -*P, and we will call
A tc-^A), E [A] and H n*H. Therefore KP (n*KP)®E^n-l\

It can be easily proved that 7c(l)«/à 0 and n^J^ J^ (use for instance the

theorem on formai functions, page 277 of [Ha]), where nt and rKn dénote the direct

image functor and the i-th derived functor of n+ respectively.
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(2.3) Therefore, by the Leray spectral séquence applied at n, we hâve that

H\P,

(2.4) CONCLUSION. By the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem our the-

orem is proved for those value of a, b and n for which &lt;€ i=n*(KP^a ~ ® Hmb ~ n)

®@)®H®n®E®~n is nef and big.

We prove first that H®E®~ ] is nef, this is an immédiate conséquence of the

following lemma.

(2.5) LEMMA. In the above notations, if L is very ample then //®,/A, and

therefore H®E®~\ is spanned by global sections.

Proof Let first z (jc, y) be a point of P not on A, i.e. x ^ y and choose local
trivializations in neighborhoods of jc and y. Take an élément/of F(X, L) such that

f(x) =f(y) 1 and an élément g of F(X, L) such that g(x) 2 and g(y) 1.

Therefore [nf(f) ®n%(g) -nJf(g)®n^(f)] is a section of H®JA non vanishing
at z, therefore spanning H ® J^ at z.

Let then z (jc, x) be a point on the diagonal A. Choose a trivialization of L in
a neighborhood of x in X. We will prove the spannedness of H ® JA at z by finding
sections of H which together vanish to the first order along A in a neighborhood of
z. To achieve this purpose, since L is very ample, we can choose sections/,, ...,/„
of L on Xx (respectively g,,... ,gn on X2) whose differentials span the tangent
space at jc; therefore we can choose coordinates in a neighborhood U a Xx of
x,&lt;p=(zl9...,zn) (respectively \// (w,,..., wn) on X2) such that / ° q&gt;{p) z,

and g, oij/(p) wt for ail p e U, Let f0 and g0 be the sections of L such that
/o ° (p(p) U respectively g0 ° &lt;A(/&gt;) 1.

Then [nf (f0)® n% (gt) -nfif,) ®nUgo)l for i 1,...,/i, are the required
sections.

(2.6) LEMMA. Swpp^e that (X, L) #(P&quot;, 0(1)). 77k?« H®E®1 is big.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is contained in the appendix.

Proof of the theorem. As pointed out in (2.4), we will search those value of a,
b and n for which # t= tc*^®^ ~ ° ® H®(b ~ n) ® @) ® H®n ® E® ~ n is nef and big.
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If b ^ (n - \)a + 2, a ^ 1 and if (X, L) is not one of the pairs in the set ^, then
the line bundle Kx®(a~l)&lt;g&gt;L®(b~n) is nef and big. Therefore the line bundles

n*(KP®(a~

are also nef and big, and

2 nf ((Kx0a®L®b)®(&lt;&gt;-2)) is nef for p ^ 2.

This and the lemma (2.5) imply that # is nef and big if b ^ {n - \)a -h 2.

If b (n — \)a + 1, a ^ 1 and if (X L) is not one of the pairs in the set jg/ then
again 3F and ® are nef (the last for p ^ 2) but not necessarily big. We use both
lemmas (2.5) and (2.6) to conclude that # is nef and big in this case too.

Appendix by M. Andreatta, E. Ballico and A. J. Sommese

The appendix is devoted to the proof of the lemma (2.6), which is needed to

prove the case b (n — \)a + 1 of the theorem.

By the lemma (2.5) H ®E®~ l is spanned by global sections; we call h(XL)9 or
just hL9 the map associated to the line bundle H ®E®~ l. It is sufficient to prove
that for a gênerai point the near fibers of this map are zéro dimensional.

a) We first show that the fibers oî f&apos;—h(pnO(l)) outside E are isomorphic to
P1 x P&apos;VE.

More precisely, fix (w, v) e P&quot; x Pn\À and let m be the line [m, v], we will show
that on P\Ef~l(f(n-\u, v))) is n-\m x m).

Let 5:PxP-»P PiV be the Segre embedding (hence Os(pnxPn)(\) s
Tcf L ®ttJL); s(A) is the intersection of s(Pn x P&quot;) with a linear space V and / is

induced by the set of hyperplanes containing V; thus, for every
x s((u, v)) e s(Pn x Pn\A), the fiber of / through (w, v) and outside E is the
intersection of s(P&quot; x P&quot;) with the linear space Vx spanned by V and x.

First assume » 1, hence N 3, dim F 2 and Fx P*. Now assume n &gt; 1;

fix again x ^((w, i?)), m^, and let m be the line [m, i&gt;]; restricting to s(m x m) we

see that the fiber contains the strict transform of s(m x m). We will show, using the

group Aut(P&quot;), that the fiber is not bigger. Observe first that if x&apos; s((u\ t&gt;&apos;))&gt;

u&apos; # v\ m&apos;the corresponding line and Vx 3 je&apos;, then Kx Kx- and we hâve that the

fiber contains the proper transform of s(m&apos; x m&apos;); thus the problem for x&apos; dépends

only on m&apos;. Let G {g e Aut (P&quot;) : g(m) m}. If n 2 then G acts transit!vely on
the set of Unes ^m; since/is not constant (because V is not an hyperplane of P*
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if n &gt; 2) we conclude in this case. Assume therefore n &gt; 2. In this case we hâve two
orbits for the lines différent from m : O {m&apos; : m&apos;nm =0} and 0&apos; {m&apos;:m&apos;

n m 7e 0}. If m&apos; îs in O then we conclude as in the case n 2. Thus if the fiber of
/is not what we want then ît contains the proper transform of s(mf x w&apos;) for m&apos;in

O&apos;. Fix m and m&apos; with m&apos;nm ^ 0. Smce n &gt; 2 there is a Une m&quot; with m&apos;r\m&quot; ^ 0

and m&quot;nm ^0; the fibers of/through m contains w&apos; and hence m&quot;, which is a

contradiction to the case n 2.

b) To prove the assertion at the beginning we take a pair (X, L) ^ (Pw, 0(1)),
Arc=Pr. Fix (m, y) € I x I\À; the fibers of h{XL) through n~l(u, v) is certainly
contained in the corresponding fiber F of h(PrtO(\))&gt; If the line m [u,v] is not
contained in X then F s(m x m) contains only finitely many pairs of points of
s(X x X), as claimed.
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